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7.7 What is POWER? 

- Power is the rate at which work is done.

○ P=W/t (work/time) 

- Energy is the ability to do work 

- Work is force x distance (measured in Joules)

- Intro to POWER 

- SI Unit for Power → Watt (joule/second) 
- 1 watt equals 1 joule/second (1 W=1 J/s)

https://youtu.be/pDK2p1QbPKQ?t=2m
https://youtu.be/pDK2p1QbPKQ?t=2m
https://youtu.be/pDK2p1QbPKQ?t=2m


Formulas for Power 

Power and time are inversely proportional.

Different types of power… 

- Average Power & Instantaneous Power 



Calculating Power… 

- One way to find the work being done → gravitational potential energy 
- WORK = mgh → (mass)(gravity)(height)  to find JOULES 

- Average POWER → 1/2mv^2/t (total work done over a time interval) 
- Instantaneous POWER → Instantaneous POWER = Average POWER 

If instantaneous power changes as time progresses… 

Do → Fdcosϴ/t →F d/t cosϴ 

-  d= distance t=time (distance per time is just speed)
- Replace F d/t cosϴ   to F v cosϴ 
-



Instantaneous Output by a Force 

See this part of the video → Instantaneous Power 

https://youtu.be/RpbxIG5HTf4?t=4m35s


Lab… 

- Running (need 2 volunteers) 
- One Ex.--> Weightlifting 
- See this video → Intro to Lab 

- Try it ourselves… 

https://youtu.be/RpbxIG5HTf4


 7.8 Work, energy and power in Humans

❖ Our bodies are conversion 
machines 
➢ chemical energy stored in 

food in converted into work, 

thermal energy, and stored as 

chemical energy in fatty 
tissue

❖ How much going into each 
depends on how much we 
eat and physical activity
➢ if we eat more than needed, it 

goes into body fat



Metabolic rate

❖ Rate at which body uses food to sustain life and do different activities
❖ Basal Metabolic Rate- 

➢ total energy conversion rate of a person at rest, divided among various systems in the body

Energy consumption is directly proportional to oxygen consumption  



Useful Work

❖ work done by a person on the outside world, 
like lifting weights

❖ excludes internal work, such as a heart 
pumping blood

❖ Forces exerted by the body are 
nonconservative
➢ they change the mechanical energy (KE+PE) of the 

system

❖ Ex) Baseball player throwing a ball increases 
both the ball’s kinetic and potential energy 



All bodily functions require energy

❖ Visible actions- sleeping, stretching etc, as well as non visible actions- 
movements of lungs, heart, digestive tract, become thermal energy

❖ Kidneys and liver consume a surprising amount of energy 
❖ 25% of all energy consumed by the body is used to maintain electrical 

potentials in all cells 



7.9 World Energy Use



Renewable and Nonrenewable Energy Sources

❖ Renewable
➢ sources that cannot be used up, e.g., water, wind, solar, and biomass

❖ Nonrenewable
➢ fossil fuels- oil, natural gas, coal

World energy 
consumption 
by source



World’s growing energy needs
● global demand for energy has tripled in the past 50 years



Energy and Economic Well Being 

● Economic well-being is dependent upon energy use
● global problem is balancing energy resource development against harmful 

environmental effects of extraction 
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